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ABSTRACT: Mixed bimetallic oxides offer great opportunities
for a systematic tuning of electrocatalytic activity and stability.
Here, we demonstrate the power of this strategy using well-
defined thermally prepared Ir−Ni mixed oxide thin film catalysts
for the electrochemical oxygen evolution reaction (OER) under
highly corrosive conditions such as in acidic proton exchange
membrane (PEM) electrolyzers and photoelectrochemical cells
(PEC). Variation of the Ir to Ni ratio resulted in a volcano type OER activity curve with an unprecedented 20-fold improvement in
Ir mass-based activity over pure Ir oxide. In situ spectroscopic probing of metal dissolution indicated that, against common views,
activity and stability are not directly anticorrelated. To uncover activity and stability controlling parameters, the Ir−Ni mixed thin
oxide film catalysts were characterized by a wide array of spectroscopic, microscopic, scattering, and electrochemical techniques
in conjunction with DFT theoretical computations. By means of an intuitive model for the formation of the catalytically active
state of the bimetallic Ir−Ni oxide surface, we identify the coverage of reactive surface hydroxyl groups as a suitable descriptor for
the OER activity and relate it to controllable synthetic parameters. Overall, our study highlights a novel, highly active oxygen
evolution catalyst; moreover, it provides novel important insights into the structure and performance of bimetallic oxide OER
electrocatalysts in corrosive acidic environments.

1. INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen production via water electrolysis is an emerging key
technology for the long-term storage of electricity from
renewable sources to mitigate their intermittent availability.1

The low ohmic loss, low kinetic overpotential, and large partial
load range provided by proton exchange membrane (PEM)
electrolyzers make them the most promising technology in this
regard.2 However, the harsh corrosive acidic conditions in a
PEM electrolyzer are demanding with respect to the catalysts
stability and make the utilization of noble metals indispensable.
Considering PEM electrolyzers, the main catalytic efficiency
loss (overpotential) is related to the anode reaction, the oxygen
evolution reaction (OER), due to a complex four electron
reaction mechanism.1,3 Therefore, improved anode catalysts
combining high catalytic activity and sufficient corrosion
stability at minimized noble metal content are required to
facilitate the large scale application of PEM water electrolysis.
Ir oxide is one of the most appropriate PEM electrolyzer

OER catalysts, combining excellent activity and stability.4−7

Unfortunately, Ir is a very rare element with an abundance 10
times lower than Pt.2 To make its application feasible on a large
scale the Ir amount required must be reduced to a minimum.
So far, approaches to lower the Ir content have focused mainly
on dispersing Ir oxide. For instance, Ir oxide was dispersed on a
conductive high surface area support8 or in a mixture with one
or more inert components, such as oxides of Ti,6 Ta,6 Nb,9

Sb,10 Sn,11 or Si.12 However, this approach alone is most likely
not sufficient to achieve the required reduction of the Ir
amount. Therefore, the intrinsic OER activity and stability of Ir
oxide have to be tuned to a maximum. Unfortunately, the
material properties determining the OER activity and stability
of Ir oxide remain uncertain. To identify the relevant material
properties, a system is required in which the OER activity and
stability can be continuously varied. By tuning the OER activity
and stability and assessing the consequent changes in the
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materials properties, one can uncover the governing structure-
function correlations.
Ru oxide, which provides a slightly higher OER activity than

Ir oxide, has been modified using Ni.13,14 The Ru−Ni mixed
oxide showed enhanced OER activity depending on the Ni
content.13 This was explained by Ni-rich defects in the Ru oxide
lattice acting as preferential sites for the OER.15 Unfortunately,
Ru oxides suffer from severe corrosion under PEM-OER
conditions,16−19 rendering them unsuitable as stable OER
catalysts. On the other hand, Nong et al. demonstrated that
addition of Ni to Ir in form of electrochemically oxidized
IrNiOx core−shell nanoparticles boosted the Ir utilization and
the intrinsic Ir OER activity,20,21 suggesting the great promise
of this approach for a continuous variation of Ir oxide material
properties. However, to fully unfold its potential, this approach
has to be extended to thermally prepared Ir−Ni oxides, because
only thermally prepared oxides provide the superior stability22

required for PEM electrolyzers or photoelectrochemical cells
(PECs).
Here, we present atomic-scale insights into the structure-

activity-stability relations of a new class of thermally prepared
bimetallic model Ir−Ni oxide thin film catalysts with tunable
OER activity and stability. The Ir−Ni oxide films exhibit
unparalleled water splitting OER activities up to a 20×
improvement in Ir-mass based OER activity compared to a
state-of-art Ir oxide reference catalyst. To understand their
exceptional performance at the atomic scale, we probe surface
and bulk chemical properties and correlate them with the
electrocatalytic OER activity and stability. Using this approach,
we identify experimental material descriptors determining the
electrocatalytic OER activity and stability of the mixed Ir−Ni
oxides. Further, we provide evidence that OER activity and
stability does not strictly follow the long-held conjecture of a
reciprocal relation, offering the prospect of their separate
optimization.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A short description of the main experimental details is provided below;
further details are mentioned in the Supporting Information (SI).
Film Preparation. Thin precursor films were applied onto the

substrates (polished Ti cylinders or, for SAED and cross section SEM,
Si wafers) by spin coating (WS-650MZ-23NPP, Laurell). Custom
made sample holders, providing a bigger coated surface area, were used
for Ti cylinders to minimize boundary effects. Coating solutions with
80 g L−1 Ir(III) acetate (99.95%, Chempur) or 105 g L−1 Ni(II)
acetate tetrahydrate (99.998%, Sigma-Aldrich) in ethanol (abs., AnalaR
Normapur) were mixed to obtain the desired Ir:Ni ratios. The
solutions were applied onto the spinning substrate at 200 rpm
ensuring full coverage. Accordingly, the rotation velocity was increased
to 2000 rpm with 200 revolutions s−2 and dwelled at this velocity for
45 s to finish the spin coating process. The coated samples were
calcined in a preheated muffle furnace (Carbolite) at 450 °C for 15
min. Film composition and loading (Ir and Ni) were determined by
ICP-OES. Therefore, uncalcined films were dissolved in water. Ir−Ni
mixed oxide catalysts will be referred to as x%Ni-MO (MO for Ir−Ni
mixed oxide). Thereby, x specifies the Ni content in atomic % (at%)
(x = c(Ni)/(c(Ni) + c(Ir))) in the as-prepared mixed oxide. Similarly,
all Ni contents used to specify a certain mixed oxide sample are
provided in at% and refer to the as-prepared state. To point out
whether as prepared or OER tested samples were actually measured, as
prepared samples will be referred to as x%Ni-MO-ap whereas the OER
tested samples will be referred to as x%Ni-MO-OER.
Electrochemical Measurements (OER Protocol). The electro-

chemical measurements were performed at room temperature in a
rotating disk electrode (RDE) setup equipped with a three
compartment electrochemical glass cell including a Luggin capillary,

rotator (Pine research instrumentation), and a potentiostat (SP-200,
BioLogic).23 A Hg/Hg2SO4 reference electrode and a Pt mesh counter
electrode were applied. The reference electrode was calibrated against
a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) in the same electrolyte. All
potentials provided in this article were converted and referred to the
RHE.

The samples were immersed at 1.2 VRHE into the nitrogen degassed
(15 min) electrolyte (0.1 M HClO4), followed by three scans into the
OER potential region. The first and third scan were measured with
6 mV s−1, whereas the second scan was a quasi-stationary potential
step scan with a step size of 20 mV and a dwell time of 5 min per step.
We note that given the dwell time any sort of solid state bulk diffusion
processes that may be beneficial or detrimental to the catalyst
performance or stability are inherently not considered in this study.
The ohmic drop was determined by impedance spectroscopy after
every step and was used for iR correction. Subsequently, after a second
N2 degassing, cyclic voltammetry was measured as described in the SI.
Thereafter, again three OER scans were performed (conditions as
described before) of which the quasi-stationary one was used to
evaluate the OER activity here. Three samples were measured for each
MO composition. The average value and standard deviation obtained
from these three measurements were used to express the OER activity
and the related confidence range. The OER measurements were
performed with a RDE rotation speed of 1600 rpm while the cyclic
voltammetry was conducted with 0 rpm.

Potential-Resolved Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spec-
trometry (ICP-MS). Time- and potential-resolved analysis of
dissolution products was carried out with a scanning flow cell (SFC)
based setup.18,22 MO-OER served as working electrodes. An Ag/AgCl
reference electrode and a graphite rod counter electrode were applied.
The potential was controlled by a potentiostat (Reference 600,
Gamry). During the measurement, the electrolyte (0.1 M HClO4) was
pumped with a constant flow rate of ca. 180 μL min−1 through the
flow cell and further downstream into an ICP-MS (NexION 300X,
PerkinElmer). For the measurement, the current was stepped from
open circuit potential (0 mA cm−2) to 1 mA cm−2 for 30 min, while
the dissolution rates of Ir and Ni were monitored.

Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy
(ICP-OES). ICP-OES was measured with a Varian 715-ES ICP
instrument.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). SEM images were
acquired in secondary electron mode with a JEOL 7401F field
emission scanning electron microscope operated at 10 kV. The images
were filtered.

Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED). SAED was
measured with 200 kV in a FEI TECNAI G2 20 S-TWIN instrument
equipped with LaB6 cathode and GATAN MS794 P CCD camera. The
diffraction images were integrated, and the data were transferred into
the 2θ scale (Cu Kα). The background was fitted with a double
exponential decay function and subtracted.

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS). O K-edge absorption
spectra recorded in the total electron yield mode were collected at the
ISISS beamline of the synchrotron radiation facility BESSY of the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB).

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). XPS measurements
were performed using a K-Alpha XPS spectrometer (Thermo Fisher
Scientific).

Density Functional Theory (DFT). All DFT calculations were
performed using the Quantum ESPRESSO package.24

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At the outset of this study seven Ir−Ni mixed oxide thin film
catalysts were prepared, ranging from 0 atomic % (at%) Ni to
100 at% Ni in composition. The films were well-defined
regarding thickness and morphology using a spin-coating
process validated previously.25 For convenience and clarity in
the following, Ir−Ni mixed oxide catalysts will be referred to as
x%Ni-MO (MO for Ir−Ni mixed oxide). Thereby, x specifies
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the fraction of Ir atoms substituted by Ni (in at%) in the as-
prepared mixed oxide.
Electrocatalytic OER Activity and Ir Dissolution. The

electrocatalytic OER performance of the MO film catalysts was
explored using the rotating disk electrode (RDE) technique.
Figure 1a depicts quasi-stationary OER polarization curves of
pure Ir oxide and MO catalysts. Clearly, mixing Ir and Ni in
form of an oxide exhibits a tremendously beneficial effect on
the electrocatalytic OER activity yielding in catalyst materials
that, judged by their current density at a given overpotential,
significantly exceed the catalytic activity of pure Ir oxide. Pure
NiO is not shown in Figure 1a due to its poor OER activity in
perchloric acid (see Figure S1).
Catalytic OER current densities at a fixed overpotential of

300 mV (1.530 VRHE) are plotted and compared in Figure 1b as
measure for the OER performance. Therein, the geometric and
the Ir mass based current density exhibit a volcano type curve
with a maximum at high Ni contents (67−79 at%). Compared
to the Ir oxide reference catalyst the OER performance was
improved by a factor of ∼8, based on the geometric current
density (jgeo), or even more remarkably, by a factor of ∼20,
based on the Ir mass based current density (jmass). In other
words, using Ir−Ni mixed oxides, the Ir amount of a water
splitting anode catalyst could be reduced by a factor of 20 while
maintaining the identical OER rate at the same electrode
potential. Finally, in order to explore the origin of the
tremendous improvement in OER activity, the surface specific
OER activity was determined. The established method for the
determination of the active Ir oxide surface area makes use of

the anodic charge q* obtained in a fixed potential range (0.4−
1.4 VRHE) as measure proportional to the active Ir oxide
area.26−28 Experimental q*-values are plotted in Figure 1c; they
exhibit a maximum at intermediate Ni contents, indicating that
39%Ni and 67%Ni-MO showed the largest active oxide surface
areas. The surface specific catalytic current density (current
normalized by q*) again increase with the Ni content up to
67%Ni-MO (see Figure 1b), but levels off at higher Ni contents
within the accuracy of the measurement. Compared to pure Ir
oxide, the surface specific OER activity of samples with an
initial Ni content at and above 67 at% was increased by a factor
of about 2.6.
Besides the electrocatalytic activity, the stability is the other

major issue of OER catalysts.3 Here the stability of Ir against
dissolution was measured using potential-resolved online ICP-
MS analysis18,29 on samples which previously underwent the
electrocatalytic OER protocol (x%Ni-MO-OER). In Figure 1d,
the total mass of dissolved Ir during 30 min galvanostatic water
electrolysis at 1 mA cm−2 is shown as a function of the initial Ni
content. For our stability discussion, the dissolved Ir mass was
normalized to the geometric (black) as well as the active (red)
catalyst area (reflected by q*). Looking at the geometric
stability, the amount of dissolved Ir first increased with
increasing Ni content and peaked at 79%Ni-MO. At this
maximum the Ir dissolution rate is approximately 47 times
higher than that of pure Ir oxide, while in the case of 67%Ni-
MO it is 34 times higher. Although this appears to be a
substantial drop in Ir stability relative to pure Ir oxide, we note
that even the least stable thermally prepared MO film catalyst

Figure 1. Electrocatalytic measurements of OER activity and stability of Ir−Ni mixed oxide films with different Ir to Ni ratios, here referred to as x%
Ni-MO (x at% Ni). (a) Quasi-stationary OER polarization curves (iR corrected). (b) Current densities at an OER overpotential of 300 mV (1.530 V
vs RHE) normalized to the electrodes geometric surface area (jgeo), the anodic charge q* (jspec) and the applied Ir mass (jmass). (c) Anodic charge q*
(reflecting the electrochemically active oxide surface area) measured by cyclic voltammetry between 0.4 and 1.4 V with 50 mV s−1. (d) Amount of
dissolved Ir during 30 min of OER with 1 mA cm−2. The amount of dissolved Ir is provided normalized to the geometric surface area and to q*.
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of this study exhibits an Ir dissolution rate that is comparable to
that of electrochemically oxidized Ir metal, and even much
lower than that of electrochemically oxidized Ru metal.18

Interestingly, geometric OER performance and geometric Ir
dissolution rate peak at different Ni contents. Furthermore,
21%Ni-MO-OER showed a dissolution rate 14 times higher
than that of pure Ir oxide, although the geometric OER activity
was rather similar. Both observations indicate that OER activity
and stability are not directly anticorrelated, which is supported
by a comparative plot of OER activity and dissolved Ir amount
(see Figure S2a). To show this more clearly, when the amount
of dissolved Ir is normalized to the electrochemically active Ir
oxide surface area (reflected by q*) a broad plateau appears at
Ni contents ≤67 at% (red balls in Figure 1d). The data in
Figure 1b and d evidence that, although the surface specific Ir
dissolution rate is rather constant across the plateau, the surface
specific OER activity can be tuned and increases with the Ni
content (compare Figure S2b). This provides further evidence
for the principle possibility of decoupling OER activity and
stability implying the existence of distinct material properties
relevant to activity and stability.
Electrochemical Ni Dissolution, Compositional, and

Morphological Stability. To uncover macroscopic and
microscopic materials properties controlling the observed
OER activity and Ir dissolution a wide range of scattering,
spectroscopic, and microscopic characterization techniques
were applied to the as-prepared Ir−Ni mixed oxide samples
(referred to as MO-ap) and to Ir−Ni mixed oxide samples that
had undergone OER catalysis (MO-OER).
Scanning electron micrographs of MO-ap and MO-OER,

depicted in Figure 2, revealed morphological changes of the
catalysts after OER. MO-ap samples generally consisted of
dense, grained films with a certain apparent porosity and
comparable film thicknesses in the 41 to 58 nm range (see
cross-sectional studies in Figure S3). 0%Ni-MO-ap and 21%Ni-
MO-ap were composed of very fine grains. For catalysts with
higher Ni contents individual grains are hardly visible, but the
films still revealed an apparent porosity. Instead, some needle-
shaped presumably IrO2 crystals segregated to the surface of
the 39%Ni-MO-ap.
After OER, catalysts with ≤39 at% initial Ni content

remained morphologically stable, while the others showed
increasing sponge like porosity with increasing initial Ni

content. This observation suggests that Ni was more and more
leached out. In the case of the 100%Ni-MO-OER film its initial
nanocrystalline structure vanished after OER due to heavy
corrosion.
To understand the Ni leaching, bulk and near surface

composition of MO-ap and MO-OER catalysts were
determined and plotted against the initial Ni content, see
Figure 3a. The bulk Ni content was determined by averaging
XPS sputter depth profiles (solid triangles) and for MO-ap
additionally by ICP-OES. Both approaches are in excellent
agreement for MO-ap, validating the approach of XPS sputter
depth profile averaging for bulk Ni content determination. After
OER catalysis, bulk and surface Ni content (red symbols)
evidence strong, yet incomplete Ni dissolution. For initial Ni
contents ≤ 67 at%, residual Ni values surprisingly leveled at
around 12 at%, likely stabilized through interaction with Ir. In
fact, Ni dissolution rates obtained from online ICP-MS analysis
were then in the same range as Ir dissolution rates (see Figure
S4) reflecting the relative stability of remaining Ni in the
leached oxides. This observation is important, as it demon-
strates that about 12 at% Ni can be stabilized in the mixed oxide
matrix and may contribute to electronic and geometric effects
beneficial for the water splitting catalysis.
XPS sputter depth profiles of Ir and Ni of MO-OER and

MO-ap catalysts are depicted in Figures 3b and S5. For the as-
prepared catalysts, the Ni content is basically constant across
the entire film depth (Figure S5), consistent with homogeneous
Ir−Ni mixed oxides. Interestingly, after OER catalysis, rather
constant Ni contents across the film depth were also observed
up to 67 at% initial Ni content, although a large portion of Ni
was leached out (Figure 3b). A Ni gradient clearly became
apparent for 79%Ni-MO-OER, although it emerged already for
67%Ni-MO-OER. The 89%Ni-MO-OER film was too thin and
too porous to obtain a meaningful depth profile measurement.
However, the depth profile measurements demonstrate a
surprisingly homogeneous Ni leaching across large distances
up to 67 at% initial Ni content, precluding mass transport
control of the dissolution process and instead highlighting the
formation of Ir−Ni oxide interactions.

Atomic Structure of Ir−Ni Mixed Oxides. Grazing
incidence X-ray diffraction (GI-XRD) was used to probe the
crystallinity and to conduct a phase analysis of the MO-ap films.
Data in Figure S6 suggested that all films were X-ray

Figure 2. Top view SEM images of Ir−Ni mixed oxide films on Ti substrates with different initial Ni contents acquired on as prepared samples (MO-
ap, upper row, a1−g1) and samples that underwent the OER protocol (MO-OER, bottom row, a2−g2).
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amorphous, except pure Ir and Ni oxide as well as the 21%Ni-
MO-ap. The pure Ni oxide film formed a single rock-salt-type
bunsenite phase. A rutile-type phase was detected for pure Ir
oxide and the 21%Ni-MO-ap film. To further investigate the
structure of the MO-ap films at the nanoscale, selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) was employed; see Figure 3c. Now,
all MO-ap samples showed clear diffraction patterns suggesting
nanocrystallinity. Consistent with the GI-XRD data, a rutile
type phase was identified for 21%Ni-MO-ap. The structure of
the next higher Ni content catalyst, the 39%Ni-MO-ap,
however, changed drastically. Rutile-type reflections vanished
in favor of new reflections at approximately 34° and 60° 2θ.
With further increasing Ni content an additional reflection at
approximately 42.5° evolved and grew in intensity with
increasing Ni content. This was accompanied by shifts of the
34° and 60° reflections, until the pattern of an expanded
bunsenite type structure evolved for the 89%Ni-MO-ap catalyst
film.
These findings can be fully accounted for considering brucite

like layered structures characterized by layers of edge-sharing
Ni−O octahedra. Similar structures are commonly observed for
Ni hydroxides and oxy-hydroxides, whereby the difference
largely consists in the arrangement of the brucite like Ni−O
layers along the c axis.30,31 Consistent with missing crystalline
order between the layers in the 39%Ni-MO-ap catalyst, Figure
3d II depicts a structural model composed of misaligned,
turbostratic Ni−O layers with brucite like layer structure. With
increasing Ni content the Ni−O layers become more and more
interconnected yielding in a three dimensionally ordered

structure as seen by the growth of the bunsenite reflection at
∼42.5°. One Ni−O brucite like layer is highlighted in the
bunsenite unit cell in Figure 3d,III. The continuous downshift
of the ∼34° and ∼60° reflections with decreasing Ni content
indicates a lattice expansion due to the increased incorporation
of larger Ir ions. The continuity of the structural changes
strongly suggest the presence of one mixed oxide phase in each
catalyst other than the pure oxides and, possibly, the 21%Ni-
MO-ap, where the intense reflections of the rutile-type phase
may impede the resolution of mixed oxide reflections.

Electronic Band Structure and Surface Chemical State
of Ir−Ni Mixed Oxides. To get insight in the electronic
structure and the surface chemical states of the Ir−Ni oxide
thin films before and after OER catalysis, X-ray absorption and
X-ray photoemission studies were conducted and compared to
theoretical calculations. Figure 4a and b depict the O K-edge X-
ray absorption spectra of MO-ap and MO-OER, wherein O 1s
electrons are excited to unoccupied states probing the local
unoccupied O 2p density of states, the fine structure of which is
determined by mixing with metal states.32 Clearly, the spectra
after OER catalysis revealed substantial differences to the as-
prepared state (compare Figure 4b and a), which can be
understood at an atomic orbital level when combined with
quantum chemical computations.
To understand and predict the experimental O K-edge

spectra we used density functional theory (DFT) at the PBE+U
level for IrO2 and NiO. A linear response approach was used to
compute the Hubbard U for Ni33 (for Ir U was set to zero, see
the SI for details). These calculations are in good agreement

Figure 3. (a) Near surface and bulk composition of Ir−Ni mixed oxide films before (MO-ap) and after (MO-OER) the electrocatalytic OER
protocol. The Ni content measured by ICP-OES is provided on the x-axis. The near surface Ni content and the bulk Ni content, shown on the y-axis,
were determined by XPS or, respectively, by averaging XPS depth profiles. (b) XPS sputter depth profile measurements of MO-OER. (c) Integrated
and baseline corrected selected area electron diffraction measurements of MO-ap transformed into the 2θ scale (Cu Kα). Reference patterns from
the powder diffraction file are provided for comparison. (d) Structural model according to (c). (I) depicts the rutile type (IrO2), and (III) the
bunsenite type (NiO) unit cell. (II) depicts a structural model for 39%Ni-MO-ap. (O or OH, red; Ni, yellow; Ir, blue).
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with the measured spectra (see the SI). The experimental peak
1 present for IrO2 but absent for NiO can be assigned to
excitation into states that are nominally M-O (M: Ir or Ni) π
antibonding in character. Since these states are filled for NiO,
peak 1 is absent in this case. Peak 2, present for pure Ir and Ni
oxide, is assigned to transitions into O 2p states that can be
considered M-O σ antibonding in character. Peaks 3 and 4 are
due to excitations into O 2p states hybridized with M-sp states,
as expected from previous work for NiO.33

To gain atomic-level insight into the O K-edge spectrum of
the low Ni content MOs we performed DFT calculations on a
rutile IrO2 in which every eighth Ir atom is substituted by Ni
(see the SI), yielding 13%Ni-MO. This structure displays two
kinds of distinctly coordinated oxygen atoms, one coordinated
by Ir atoms only and one coordinated by Ir and Ni atoms (see
the SI). The contribution of these oxygen atoms is shown
separately in Figure 4c. The low energy component of peak 1 is
related to oxygen coordinated by Ir and Ni, more specifically to
O 2p states involved in Ir−O and Ni−O π antibonding. The
higher energy component of peak 1 is assigned to Ir−O π
antibonding states relatively unperturbed by Ni. Peak 2 is due
to transitions into O 2p states involved in Ir−O and Ni−O σ
antibonding. Similarly to the low Ni content, the high Ni
content samples were modeled starting from a bunsenite type
Ni oxide in which every eighth Ni atom was substituted by Ir,
resulting in 86%Ni-MO (see the SI). Again, two kinds of
distinctly coordinated oxygen atoms exist. The calculations
suggest that the small experimental peak 1 can be attributed to
oxygen coordinated by Ir and Ni, more precisely to absorptions
into Ir−O π antibonding states, while peak 2 is due to
transitions into Ni−O and Ir−O σ antibonding states (see

Figure 4d and SI). Similar to the case of the pure oxides, peaks
3 and 4 in the mixed oxides are assigned to absorptions into O
2p states hybridized with metal s and p levels. The excellent
agreement between calculations and experiments verifies the
structural model and thus the presence of mixed oxides in the
as prepared state.
X-ray absorption spectra of the samples after OER catalysis

are provided in Figure 4b. The spectra of 89%Ni and 100%Ni-
MO-OER are not included, since oxygen species stemming
from the oxidized Ti substrate contributed significantly to these
spectra. This was because extensive Ni leaching rendered the
remaining MO-OER film porous and as a result of this it did no
longer sufficiently cover the substrate. Interestingly, after OER
catalysis, peak 2 shifted to photon energies higher than those of
pure Ir oxide and peak 1 shifted slightly to lower photon
energies. While our DFT calculations suggest that the shift of
peak 2 might be related to OH species formed due to Ni
leaching (see the SI), they do not account for the shift of peak
1. Thus, the shift of peak 1 indicates changes in the metal−
oxygen bonding situation invoked by Ni leaching.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to characterize

the chemical state of Ir, Ni and O in MO-ap and MO-OER film
catalysts. Figure 5a depicts the Ni 2p region of MO-ap catalysts.
The pure Ni oxide spectrum showed binding energy and line
shape closely resembling to a NiO reference material.34 Line
shapes and binding energies for all MO-ap are essentially
similar to the pure Ni oxide film. However, the signals at
∼854 eV (p1) and ∼856 eV (p2) showed a varying intensity
ratio depending on the Ni content. As pointed out by Alders et
al. the intensity of p2 relative to p1 in NiO is a function of the
local environment around the Ni atoms.35 Thus, the observed

Figure 4. O K-edge absorption spectra of Ir−Ni mixed oxide films (a) in the as-prepared state (MO-ap) and (b) after OER catalysis (MO-OER).
Comparison of calculated and measured O K-edge absorption spectra of MO-ap with (c) low Ni content (calculated, 13%Ni-MO-ap; measured, 21%
Ni-MO-ap) and (d) high Ni content (calculated, 86%Ni-MO-ap; measured, 89%Ni-MO-ap).
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variation of the p1/p2 intensity ratio likely indicates changes of
the local Ni environment dependent on the Ni content, as
expected for mixed oxides with different Ir:Ni ratios. XPS line
shape and binding energy of the catalytically tested thin films
(MO-OER) in the Ni 2p region remained largely unchanged,
see Figure S15, but p1 almost disappeared consistent with a
dramatic change in local Ni coordination environment due to
Ni leaching.
For the MO-ap catalyst films, Ir XPS studies are somewhat

complicated to analyze due to the overlap of Ir 4f and Ni 3p
signals, see Figure 5b. The spectra of the Ni leached MO-OER
catalysts, however, are largely dominated by Ir; see Figure 5d.
The as-prepared pure Ir oxide film showed an Ir 4f doublet with
an asymmetric peak shape and a binding energy coinciding a
value previously observed for IrO2.

37 As recently pointed out by
Kahk et al., the asymmetric peak shape is due to final state
screening and, therefore, to the metallic character of IrO2.
However, the actual screening process is not yet fully
understood.40 In order to obtain more detailed chemical
information about Ir in MO-ap and resolve Ir from Ni signals,
extensive curve fitting was applied (see Figures S17 and S18).
Unlike pure Ir oxide, the 4f peak width of the MO-ap increased
with increasing Ni content and required a second Ir component
in order to obtain a reasonable fit quality. Note that without
this second Ir 4f component we were unable to account for the
doublet area ratio. The increased peak width indicated a
variation in the local surroundings of the Ir centers due to
perturbation of Ir oxide by Ni. Upon Ni leaching, the signal
width decreased supporting this interpretation. Interestingly,
beside the width, the line shape of the Ir 4f signals in MO-ap

and MO-OER samples differs depending on the initial Ni
content, which can be traced directly in Figure 5d for MO-OER
or, respectively, in the fits (see Figure S17) for MO-ap. For low
initial Ni contents ≤39 at% in MO-OER the Ir signals are
characterized by a pronounced asymmetry, which is reduced at
higher initial Ni contents. Since the peak asymmetry is related
to the metallic character the reduced asymmetry indicates a
reduced metallic character. Although Ni was leached out to a
large extent, the asymmetric line shape of IrO2 did not
reemerge in the leached MO-OER catalysts with initial Ni
contents ≥ 67 at%.
The O 1s spectra of the catalysts prior and after OER testing

are depicted in Figures S16 and 5c, respectively. Fits of the O 1s
spectra (Figures S19 and S20) revealed up to 4 different oxygen
species at about 529.2, 529.9, 531.4, and 533.1 eV. The species
at ∼533.1 eV can be assigned to adsorbed water, whereas the
species at 529.9 and 531.4 eV are related to lattice oxygen and
hydroxyl groups, respectively.25,41 The species at 529.2 eV
appeared with mixed oxides, being particularly visible in 21%Ni-
MO, and our DFT calculations indicated that lattice oxygen
atoms bridging Ir and Ni atoms have an O 1s binding energy in
this range. The binding energy of lattice oxygen in the metal
oxides is a weak function of the Ni content, and thus that of
pure NiO is located at 529.6 eV. Figure 6a depicts the fraction
of surface hydroxyl species (OH-fraction) to the surface oxide
related species (OH and both lattice oxygen species). In MO-
ap, the OH-fraction was just a weak function of the Ni content.
Interestingly, after Ni leaching and OER catalysis the OH
fraction increased depending on the initial Ni content. Pure Ir
oxide showed almost no change in the OH fraction, while films

Figure 5. X-ray photoelectron spectra provided together with reference binding energies. Ni 2p region measured on as prepared Ir−Ni oxide films
(MO-ap, a). Ir 4f and Ni 3p region measured on as prepared (MO-ap, b) and electrochemically treated (MO-OER, d) films. O 1s region measured
on electrochemically treated films (MO-OER, c). Reference binding energies: Ir,36 IrO2,

37Ni,38 NiO,39 and oxygen species.25
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with higher initial Ni contents showed an increased OH
fraction. The OH fraction of MO-OER films increased with
increasing initial Ni content, until a value close to 100% was
reached for 67%Ni-MO-OER. Similar to XAS measurements
for MO-OER, no OH fraction could be obtained for 89%Ni-
MO-OER and the pure Ni oxide film due to the detection of Ti
oxide.
The Surface Electrochemistry of Ir−Ni Mixed Oxide

Catalysts. To get insight into the surface electrochemical
redox processes, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was measured within
the OER protocol after the first OER polarization curves.
Figure 6b evidence dramatic changes in the surface electro-
chemistry depending on the initial Ni content. While pure Ir
oxide exhibited its characteristic reduction feature close to
0 VRHE followed by an indistinct broad redox wave between 0.4
and 1.4 VRHE,

25,42,43 higher Ni contents resulted in the
disappearance of the reduction feature, yet associated with a
new distinct redox feature around 0.8 VRHE. At Ni contents
≥ 67 at%, this feature was accompanied by a low-potential
shoulder. Interestingly, these features are commonly observed
for electrochemically prepared so-called hydrous Ir oxides, where
the main peak at ∼0.8 VRHE could be attributed to the Ir(III)/
Ir(IV) transition.4,20,44 Overall, the thermally prepared Ir−Ni
mixed oxide catalysts with initial Ni contents ≥39 at% displayed
a surface redox chemistry that was much more similar to
electrochemically prepared than to thermally prepared Ir
oxides. In Figure 6c, the oxidation peak potentials of Ir(III)/
Ir(IV) are plotted for each catalyst over its initial Ni content.
Clearly, the Ir redox potential strongly correlates with the initial
Ni content, evidencing an anodic shift in redox potential (for

≥39 at% Ni), which indicates a stabilization of the lower
relative to the higher Ir oxide.

Structure−Reactivity Correlations and Catalytic Per-
formance Descriptors. The goal of the present study is a
deeper understanding of the electrochemical OER on Ir−Ni
mixed oxide model catalysts, which will aid in the development
of improved PEM electrolyzer and PEC anodes. Our data
evidence that Ir−Ni mixed oxide film catalysts offer the
opportunity to continuously tune the OER activity and stability
within a bimetallic system by varying a single synthesis
parameter, that is, the composition. What sets this study
apart from previous bimetallic oxide OER studies is our effort
to identify microscopic and macroscopic parameters that are
responsible for the continuous variation of the OER perform-
ance and, thus, represent controlling parameters for the
electrocatalytic OER activity and stability. This approach offers
a deeper understanding of the OER on the chosen Ir−Ni mixed
oxide catalysts. In the following, we now establish correlations
between the trends in structure, activity, and stability.
First we address the role of Ni as a sacrificial catalyst

component and the implication of Ni leaching for the active
catalyst structure. The prepared MO-ap films were predom-
inantly single phase homogeneous Ir−Ni mixed oxides in which
the formation of a rutile-type structure was largely suppressed
in favor of a layered brucite like structure. Ni was leached from
these oxides during the electrocatalytic OER protocol, yielding
in Ir-rich oxides. As a result, the tested MO-OER films became
more porous, and, on an atomic scale, the binding environment
of oxygen was significantly altered. In this Ni-depleted
catalytically active state, the remaining Ir-rich oxide must
react structurally to compensate the Ni loss. A schematic

Figure 6. (a) Hydroxyl group (OH) fraction to the total oxide related oxygen (hydroxyl groups and both lattice oxygen species) as determined by
XPS. (b) Cyclic voltammetry measured with 50 mV s−1. The current was normalized to q* (reflecting the electrochemical active oxide surface area).
(c) Potential of the anodic peak observed in (b). (d) Model of Ni leaching from the surface of Ir−Ni mixed oxides.
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hypothetical model for this is provided in Figure 6d, which
helps to rationalize the geometric, compositional, and
electronic transformations during the catalyst leaching and
activation.
When Ni is leached from MO-ap films, oxygen atoms lose

binding partners, which is expected to weaken the binding
strength of the Ni-depleted oxygen atoms to the oxide lattice.
To further ensure electroneutrality, the Ni-depleted oxygen
atoms will take up protons from the electrolyte and, thus, form
surface hydroxyl groups, as indicated in Figure 6d. Indeed,
upon Ni leaching the surface OH fraction increased
significantly up to 67 at% initial Ni content (Figure 6a).
Importantly, the surface-specific OER activity revealed a rather
similar trend as the OH fraction: Both increase with increasing
Ni content and reach saturation at 67 at% Ni. Thus, we
conclude that the ratio of weakly bonded surface hydroxyls is
directly related to the surface specific catalytic OER activity of
Ir oxides. This trend becomes intuitive if surface OH groups are
assumed to act as reactive surface intermediates on active sites
of the catalytic process. Thus, we conclude that the leaching of
Ni atoms acts as promoter for the formation of structurally
flexible, reactive OH groups, while reducing the less reactive
oxide surface termination involving stable, unreactive divalent
O surface oxygen species.
To put our conclusions in the context of a chemical reaction

mechanism, we refer to a recent OER reaction model.45,46 This
mechanism puts forward the water-assisted stepwise deproto-
nation of hydroxyl groups forming reactive peroxide species,
which are then released from the active site to form molecular
oxygen. The overall process was predicted to proceed at a
reasonable rate only if the surface intermediates, including OH
groups, display a balanced binding to the oxide lattice. Bulk
lattice oxygen species binding much stronger than OH groups,
such as bridged lattice O or terminal O groups, are expected
to be bounded too strongly and are therefore not expected to
participate directly in the OER process. Our findings are in line
with results by Fierro et al. that part of the evolved oxygen
actually originates from the Ir oxide catalyst itself, most likely
through involvement of its loosely bound surface OH groups.47

Although terminal hydroxyl groups show nominally higher XPS
binding energies than other surface oxygen species, their
chemical bond strength varies strongly with local coordination.
Still, the OH groups with optimal balanced binding energy
would always dominate the overall OER reaction rate.
Implications for changes of the oxygen binding strength were
found by XAS at the O K-edge and CV.
In regard to possible Ni-related oxide lattice geometry and

strain effects, we point out that a strong increase in the surface
specific catalytic water splitting activity occurred at essentially
constant residual Ni ratios of about 12 at% Ni in the active
oxide films (for initial Ni contents ≤ 67 at%). This is in
contrast to Ni-leached bimetallic PtNi alloy catalysts where
residual subsurface Ni atoms gave rise to surface lattice strain
effects on the catalytic activity.48 We therefore conclude that
the residual near-surface Ni ratio is not a suitable quantitative
descriptor for OER activity, and oxide lattice strain effects are
likely of limited significance. This conclusion does not preclude
that the presence of some residual Ni may be critical to
structurally support the active films. The fact that 79%Ni-MO
still exhibited improved intrinsic OER activity over pure Ir
oxide although the residual Ni content was far below 12 at%
suggests further evidence for the critical role of the formation

and presence of specific and possibly reactive oxygenated
surface species.
Finally, the stability against dissolution of surface Ir ions in

the mixed oxide lattice depends plausibly on the strength and
the number of Ir−O−M (M: Ir or Ni) binding motifs.
Following our schematic model in Figure 6d, the number of
such motifs in catalytically active Ir-enriched MOs decreases
with higher initial Ni content, as more Ni atoms can and will be
leached out. Thus, Ir dissolution should increase with initial Ni
content. Indeed, this trend was observed experimentally. We
conclude and predict that a stable and active Ir oxide water
splitting OER catalyst combines the highest possible number of
reactive surface hydroxyl groups with the highest possible
number of intact Ir−O−M binding motifs in the subsurface.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Mixed bimetallic oxides offer great opportunities for a
systematic tuning of electrocatalytic activity and stability. This
is exemplified here using well-defined thermally prepared Ir−Ni
oxide thin films catalyzing the oxygen evolution reaction under
acidic conditions similar to PEM electrolyzers or PEC devices.
First, we have shown that Ir−Ni mixed oxides offer an
unprecedented 20-fold improvement in Ir mass-based water
splitting OER activity over state-of-art pure Ir oxide catalysts.
Similarly, activity improvements were observed on a geometric
as well as on an active surface area basis.
Beyond the activity improvement, we have placed much

emphasis on a more fundamental characterization and
description of the catalysts, their performance and their
stability. To this end, we have studied the geometric, electronic,
and morphological structure of the various Ir−Ni mixed oxide
catalysts. We accomplished a number of novel correlations
between activity and stability and microscopic descriptors and
managed to reject others such as Ni-related geometric strain
effects.
Our data and analysis have resulted in a simple, yet intuitive

model for the formation of the active state of the catalytic
surface. The model suggested that the coverage of reactive
surface hydroxyls serves as a useful descriptor for OER activity.
Formed by initial Ni dissolution and disruption of Ir−O−M
motifs, the surface hydroxyls showed a reduced binding to the
oxide lattice, which was conducive to catalytic activity. Though
stability of Ir atoms was compromised in this process as well,
surface normalized dissolution of Ir did not correlate with
catalytic activity, suggesting, contrary to common belief, that a
separate optimization of activity and stability may actually be
possible. We further established that thermally prepared yet Ni-
leached Ir−Ni oxide film catalysts exhibited compositional
stability and surface electrochemical redox characteristics that
closely resembled those of Ir oxides formed via electrochemical
oxidation of metallic Ir surfaces. Hence, we demonstrated how
to balance catalytic activity advantages of oxidized metals with
stability benefits of thermally prepared bulk oxides.
In more general terms, this study highlights the opportunities

offered by Ir−Ni bimetallic oxides to tune their catalytic
stability and activity at anodes in highly corrosive acidic
environments. We are confident that our results will serve as
inspiration for the design of other mixed oxide catalysts for
similar anodic electrode processes, such as the electrocatalytic
synthesis of industrial gases.
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